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1. Title of the programme : Two Day National Seminar ‘ Bhoomi, Jalam, Manushyan sponsored by

DOECC, Govt of Kerala and Petronet LNG

2. Name of the Coordinator : Dr. Neena P

3. Organizing Department/Cell : Bhoomithrasena Club

4. Date : 21 & 22 February 2019

5. Number of participants:269

6. Venue: Seminar Hall

7. Resource Persons:

1. Dr. K.V.Sanil Kumar, Scientist grade-G, NPOL, Kochi.

2 Dr.M.R.Ramesh Kumar,Chief scientist, NIO Goa.

3. Mr. C.R.Neelakandan, Environmentalist.

4. Dr. K.G. Thara, Director, Kerala State Disaster Management, Govt of Kerala.

5. Mr. Dileep Madhavan, Manager,Petronet LNG, Kochi.

6. Prof( Dr.) E.P.Yasodharan, Emeretus Professor, CUSAT.

8. Objective of the programme :

1. To create awareness about the after effects of human invasions in nature.

2. To motivate students to carryout an ecofriendly lifestyle.

9. Detailed description of the event:

The morning session consisted of the inaugural function and keynote address. The inaugural function

began in the seminar hall at 10.00 a.m. The welcome address was delivered by Prof.T.S.Rajeev, The

Principal and the function was presided over by the college manager Sri.K.C.Satheesh. The

programme was inaugurated by Dr. K.V.Sanil Kumar, Scientist grade-G, NPOL. Felicitations were given

by Sri. K.V.Ananthan and the vote of thanks were delivered by Dr.Neena.P, Co-ordinator of the

programme. After the formal inaugural session, the keynote address on the topic

“Aagolathapanam-Samudrathinte Pank” was delivered by Dr. K.V.Sanil Kumar. The highly informative

guest talk provided insights into the need of protecting sea from pollution and the major concern

which our society and nature facing due to unrestrained use of ocean. The chief scientist of NIO

M.R.Ramesh Kumar had explained the importance of climate change and change in monsoons. The

topic titled as ’Mazhayude mattangal, kalavasta vyathiyanam’ deeply explained about the importance

of low pressure zones in the sea.The talk of C.R.Neelakandan, the environmentalist had shared his

life time experience on flood relief expenditure through the topic Pralayam nalkunna paaristhithtika

paadnagal.The speaker Dr.K.G.Thara had explained and demonstrated various methods and

techniques in connection with the disaster management. She shared a lot incidents which she

actually faced during the kerala flood.Dileep Madhavan,Senior manager Fire of petronet LNG had

explained about the importance of liquefied natural gas and its application in various fields. He also

highlighted the economic importance of the natural gas and explained the methods of utilization of



LNG in houses.The speaker Prof.E.P. Yasodharan had given a clear cut idea about the causes of the

recent flood in Kerala in his topic of discussion ini varumo ithuvazhi Pralayam. He invited the

audience attention to various factors which may lead to the flood or any type of environment issues.

10. Outcome of the event/Evaluation by programme Coordinator: The seminar session was very

informative. The resource persons explained about the importance of environment protection.

Students actively participated in the interactive session held at the end of the talk. Participants

evaluated the seminar as an informative and effective learning experience.
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